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Recent reseat"ch by Lanzetta , Biernat, ancl Kleck (1982) on 

the "facial feedback" hypothesis suggests that the pattern of our 

facial expression serves as a source of information for our sub-

jective emo~ions. Thus, facial eXJressions of smiling or laughing 

lead us to experience positive emotions whereas frowning or crying 

lead to negative emotions. Facial reactions are elicited by speci

fic environmental events such that gaining ~ positive incentive 

produces "happy" facial ex}res~ions anG. corres)onciing positive 

emotions and losing a positive incentive .produces "sad" facial 

expressions ane corresponding negative emotions. For example, 

earning an "A" on a difficult exam produces a smile and an emotion 

of happiness. Losing a possession with sentimental value, on 

the other hane, prod.uces a frovm, downcast eyes, and an emotion 

of sadness. 

People attribute their emotions to env~ronmental events ac

cording to emotion-attribution theory (Schachter & Singer, 1S5~). 

Facial reactions, however, may also serve as a source for the type 

and intensity of subjective emotion that is being experiencec. 

(Lanzetta, biernat, and Kleck, 1S82). 

The current research is going to focus on the extent that 

facial reactions provide a source of feedback for emotions, speci-

fically the emotion of hWilor. Thus, if I am smiling it must be 

somewhat furill~ ana if I am laughing it must be very funny. This 

research will attem~t to examine what extent facial reactions 

serve as a source for our subjective feelings of humor. If facial 

reactions are aInplifieC or inhibitea by some "nonhumorous" means 

will that increase or decrease one's subjective feelings of humor, 
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respectively? 

The current research plans to examine three factors that are 

known to effect facial reactions to humor stimuli in order to 

determine if these factors will also effect the subjective degree 

of humor that is experienced. These three factors are: size of 

the audience, ~resence of silent versus laughing people, and the 

gender of the subject. 

Auc.ience Size. One way to increase facial reactions to a 

humor stimulus is to increase the size of the audience. It appears 

that as the size of the audience increases, the degree of hUIilor 

increases. Levy and Fenley (1~79) found that as the size of a 

movie audience increaseci from 125 to ':)76, the I:lean amount of laughter 

to 25 specific scenes also increased. Prerost (1977) found. that as 

group size i.ncreased from three to nine subjects, the amount of 

humor appreciation as measured by a ratlng scale also increased. 

This data appeaw to suggest that au~ience size intensifies facial 

reaction, which in turn influences the degree of humor ap~reciation. 

The present research "vill also examine the effect of a smaller 

increase (1 vs. 3) in the number of confec.crates serving as 6.ud.iel~ce 

on the subjects' humor. 

Silent vs. Laughing Confederates. 'The ~_,resenc ~ of = au~)\.i:c~g 

others compared to silent others is 6~ so d. v/ay c:' mp.llilJl~:>. ~l :q; 

facial reactions. Generally a person ex~)e:~ieflces ''i. g.rprctE':C lJ' "C 

of humor when others around him/her are laughing than when t~ley 

are silent. Smyth and Fuller (1972) showed that humor tapes dubbe .. 

with laughter produced more laughter in their subjects than the 

same tapes without the uubbed laughter. In addition, they found 
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that humor appreciation as oeasured by a rating scale also increased 

with the presence of clubbed laughter. Chapman and Wright (1976) 

tested 7-8 year old children to determine the extent which they 

were influenced by the frequency of laughter exhibited by a confed

erate of the experimenter. The results showed that as tIle con

federate's frequency of laughter increase~ the degree of laughter 

in the chiDiren and their humor rating of the material also increased. 

The data from these studies show that both facial reactions 

of humor and humor ratings increase as the degree of laughter by 

others also increases. Not all studies have found this relation

ship, however. Young ana Frye (1966) had male undergraduates listen 

to jokes while they vvere alone or were in a group • Although there 

were more overt reactions to the jokes in the group, the humor rating 

of the jokes did not Qiffer between the alone condition and the 

group condition. Similarly, Nosanchuk ana Lightston (1974) had 

subjects listen to humor tapes with or without the presence of 

dubbed laughter. The laughter was believed by the subject to be that 

of other subjects in adjoining experimental booths. Although the 

subjects exhibited more laughter when listening to the tapes ac

companied by laughter than to the silent tapes, their humor ratings 

of the taped material did not differ as a function of the presence 

or absence of accompanying laughter.-

These latter two studies, although replicating the findings 

for facial reactions, fail to replicate the findings for subjective 

humor ratings. One ,ossitility for this iiscrepancy is that Young 

and Frye (1966) used male subjects only, who m~y respond differently 

than a combination of male and female subjects. However, that uoes 
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not explain the differences obtained by Nosanchuk and Lightston 

(1974). ~urthermore, the latter two studies suggest that subjects 

may ignore their facial reactions when making their humor ratings. 

This is not predicteo. in the IIfacial feeciback" hypothesis. Con

sequently, the failure to obtain humor rating differences may have 

resulted from a lack of experioental control over extraneous vari

ables. One of the purposes of the present experiment is to examine 

more closely the effects of si~ent versus laughing confederates 

on subjects' overt facial reactions and humor ratings. 

Gender of Subject. There appear to be gender differences in 

the reaction to hur.lor material. Generally women appear to be more 

facially eXiJressive than men even though subjective humor ratings 

may not differ. Leventhal and Cupchik (1975) presented male and 

female subjects with cartoons accompanied by different degrees of 

laughter recordea during a beer party or cl~ssroom setting. Fe

male subjects were more influenced by the degree of accompanying 

laughter while tending to ignore the setting (party vs. classroom). 

Male subjects, on the other hand, were influenceci more by the 

setting (party vs. classroom) than by the degree of laughter. 

Prerost (1977) compared humor appreciation in three versus nine all 

male or all female groups. Group size influenced female humor 

appreciation more than it influenced male humor appreciation. 

Deckers and Edington (1979) found that women showed more smiling 

and chuckling reactions to an incongruous stimulus than did male 

subjects. Furthermore, Deckers and Salais (unpublished data) 

replicated this finding illustrating that female subjects show 

greater facial reactions to incongruous stimuli than male subjects 
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despite the fact that there were no genuer C.ifferences in hwnor 

and surprise ratings. 

This cata on gencer ~ifferences suggest the possibility 

that men and wo~en rely on their facial reactions to Qifferenct 

degrees in ietermining their emotions. Perhaps because of social 

learning, Vlomen may be more facially expressive than men while 

also ignoring those ex.tlressions to a greater extent in forming 

their subjective emotions. Th~s another .tlurpose of the present 

experiment is to determine the extent, if any, that lrlen ano. women 

differ in their facial reactions ane huraor ratings when those 

behaviors are influenced. by "nonhuraor" means. 

METHOD 

Subjects. The subjects used in this experiment were 24 

male and 24 female college undergraduates recruited from beginning 

psychology classes at Ball State University. Each S Was notified 

of and received ~2 .00 for participating in the eX;Jeriment. 'llhe 

subjects signee-up to participate in th€ experiment accordir.g to 

sex for a pre-established date and ti:ne. T:lese dates anu times 

were randomly assignee under the conditions of one confederate 

versus three confederates, male confederates versus female con

federates, series of cartoon, and silent confederates versus 

laughing confederates. 

Design. A 2X2~:2} .. 2 factorial was useci in this experiment. 

The factors include silent versus laughing confederates, one 

versus three confederates, male versus fel.:ale confecerate3, aDo.. 

sex of the subject. 
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rr.ateri.als. A Kod.ak slide proj ect or was usee. to proj ect the 

slides onto the screen against a wall. A videocamera with micro-

phone was used to vid.eotape the subjects' facial reactions to 

the cartoons. In order to videotape, a videotape machine was used 

along with a television monitor. Other equipment inclue.ee. a stop-

watch in order to time the duration of which each cartoon was shown 

and two videotapes. 

The data was collected through the use of three different 

forms (see Appene.ix I,ll, and III). The first form consisted of 

a 6 page rating boo:det on v!hich each viev/er rateu the cartc>ons 

(see Appendix I). Each page "vas ident ical to the others andencOlH-

passed the categories of 11 f"I.llUlY, II "confuseu.," II ic>uzzlecl," "sur priseci, " 

"offend," and if viewers haC. ever seen the cartoon before. 'l'he 

first five categories stated above followed. a Likert Scale format 

with 1 being IInot at all" to 5 being "extremely". T"he laot category 

was a yes or no question. A second form, called the :Uebriefing 

Form consis'ted of three questions (see Appendix II).. They dealt 

with the degree of influence specific olltci:"e factors :!.Lfluern .. t>i' 

the subj ects. These also were of the Likc:rt scc.llo 1;~.>t' v:i t:h 1 

being "not at all" and 5 being "extreme':'y". The tl'lirc "Ft c" '~€"'-•. J J .J __ ''-1 L, ....... 

tions dealt with the amount of insight whic[l the ~'J'nJ(;(;ts JI...I~'trd .. yc, 

about the actual procedure of the experiment (sea AppenLix Ill). 

It also asked the the subjects to identify the cartoons shovm &8 

well as the sequence which they were sho'fm. 

Cartoons. A base of 36 cartoons, 13 each of Herman, Far 

Side, and Dennis the h'lenance were pretested by an Honors Psychology 

colloquium. The six .cartoons of each type which were rated the f..lOSt 
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funny were ranked accorcing to their rating. The two highest of 

each type of cartoon was then pairec with the second two highest 

rated cartoons of a second type ana. the lowest two rateu cartoons 

of the third type. This created three sets of six cartoons, two 

of each type, which vrere equally humorous accorciing to the pre

test results (see Appendix VIII). 

Procedure. The experiment took place in Room 351 of Lucina 

Hall at Ball State University. The room was approximately 20'x20' 

with a wina.ow on the north vmll of the room.1'he screen was also 

located on this same wall with a desk below it. On top of the 

desk was the videocamera which was partially hidden from the view 

of the subjects by a wooden board plac~d vertically on the desk. 

A circle was cut out of the board in the center allowing only the 

lens of the videocamera to be seen. In the center of the room were 

either two or four chairs, depending on the ex)erimental condition, 

facing the screen. Directly behind the chairs stood a table trolley 

which supported the slide projector, the videotape unit, ana. the 

television monitor. Hooks were also located on the south wall. 

The hallway outside the room contained a chair with a sign 

above it asking the subjects to "Please wait here" until the experi

ment in progress was com)leted. The chair was l)ositioned so as the 

subjects would have their backs to the cioor. 

The sub,jects were run one-at-a-time. The experiment began 

'by the subject and confederates being ailinitted into the room and 

asked to sit dovm (see Appendix V). The subject was always seated 

in the center right chair in order to be videotaped. Introduc

tions of first names were maa.e and a short introduction was read 
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by the experimenter. Informed consent forms were then read anJ. 

signed by the subjects anG. confederates (see Appendix IV). 'I'he 

experimenter then )assed out :~2. 00 to everyone. The rating booklets 

were distributed to all and the rating procedure was explained 

briefly with each category defined. After time for questions was 

given'to the raters, the rating began. One of a series of three 

sets of cartoons was shovm by random selection to each subj ect. 

Each cartoon was shown on the screen for 10 seconds after which time 

the projector was turnec off, and the raters filled out the scale. 

The videotape machine was also turned off after each cartoon showing 

and turneci on before each new cartoon. 

The confederates for the experiment were Signaled to either 

laugh or remain silent by the signal of a hat hanging on a hook 

in the room. They maintained that cued conciition throughout each 

entire cartoon series. Under the condition pf laughing, the 

confederates began their chuckles approximately six seconds after 

the cartoon was shovm. All confederates 'were instructed to chuckle 

in order for the subjects to hear them. Chuckling was deteroined 

by the confederates during the pretest to be a moderate level 

which was rehearsed. 

After the cartoons were projected, the raters were askeu to 

complete the seconrl form, a short questiomunre about the inf~.u

ences on the subjects (seeAppendix II). The cc~feder&tes were 

then asked for their ~2.00 back and the subject was debriefed. 

The third fonn (see Appendix III) was given to the subject to 

complete about the credibility of the confederates Md the sequence 

in which the cartoo~ vrere presented. At this time the confederates 

left the room allowing questions ox: comments about the eXj)erimer~t 
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after completion of the third form. It was LLH::1~~ emp:nasizea. that 

the subjects were net to tell anyone else abou'c the experiment 

in order to ensure clean J.ata. This experimental proceo.ure Vlas 

standardized throughout as the experimenter read the erune verbal 

remarks to all subjects (see Appendix VI). The experiment lasteu 

approximately 15 minutes. 

The videotapes of the fa~ial l'eactions of the s'u.bje..::ts v:r'~e 

analyzed. by two judges who ind.e:.?Gllc.ently rd tee:. the :;:'c..c l~l EO-AT'? ~;G i.on 

of each subj ect to each cartoon on a sc[-!.lE- OI C .~ 0 3 (G 2C ;. ~~\eu lX: 

VIr). The judges also rated the subjects' -,Tocal :""8S.,t-'oLse3 .:.'~~o;~, "c:,c 

videotapes on a scale of 0 to 2 (see Appendiy VII). The ju(:~~ 

were instructed and rehearsed as to the definitions of the SCal€) 

in order to obtain reliability between the subjects and between 

each viewer. 'rhe ciata from these judges along with the rating 

booklet jat~ was gathereC and keypunched onto data cards to be 

computer ana.lyzed. 

RES1JL:rS 

Facial Expressions. The facial expression data was obtained. 

through the analysis of two juc.ges who rated the videotapes of the 

subjects reactions to the cartoons (see Appendix VII). ~he judges 

agreed in 75)~ of the time in assigning facial expressions to the 

four categories. The interjudge reliability coefficient was r~O.86. 

,Since the majority (247~) of the disagreements were between aci.jacent 

categories, the median between the two cisagreement scores vras 

employed in all statistical analyses. These ratings .are presented 

in 'rable 1. 
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The results of these ratings show that the sex of the confed

erates does not significantly influence the subjects' facial ex)res

sions. '.rhe sex of the subj ect also cioes not produce a sit-nificant 

difference between the ratings of the facial expressions. There 

is, however, a significant difference of facial expressions betvieen 

the conditions of silent confederate (x=O.601) anQ.iaughi~g confed

erate (x=1.327), F(1,47)=18.454, p,O.001. Another influence which 

shows significant c.:.ifference bwtween ratings is seen under the 

condition of one confe~erate (x=O.705) versus three confecierates 

(x= 1 .222), :E\( 1 ,47) =S. 37S, p <;. 0.004. 

Vocal Ees;ponse. llhe vocal response o.ata was obtained by 

viewers who rated the res)onses on a scale of 0 being no sounJ 

to 2 being a. chuckle hearc. (see Appenc.ix VII). The judges agreed 

in 88.9~ of the time in assigning vocal reactions to the three 

categories. The interjudge reliability coefficient was r=0.99. 

Since the r.1ajority (10.8~~) of the c.isagreements were between adja

cent categories, the median between the two ciisagreement scores 

was employed in all statistical analyses. The vocal responses are 

presented in Table 1. 

There appears to be a significant difference of ratings 

between the laughing (x=0.395) and silent (x=0.066) confederate 

conditions, E(1,47)~0.234, p<O.05. Data showing significant <iif

ference vras also foune.. between the nwn~er of c:onfeuerates (1 vs. 3) 

present d.uring the experilIlent. '.rhe mean for one confederate is 

0.114. The ~ean for three confederates is 0.347. This difference 

was significant, FC 1 ,47) ==0.350, p < 0.05. According to the data, 

there is no other significant difference seen for the variables 
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of subject's sex or confe6erate's sex, nor the interactions. 

Funniness Ratings. r:;:he rating of the c.egree of funniness of 

the cartoons was performed inuividually by each subject on a scale 

of 1 to 5 with 1 being not funny at all and 5 being extremely funny 

(see Appendix I). Ilh8se ratings are presented in Table 1. There 

appeared to be no significant difference for the sex of the subject. 

The sex of the confecierates also haC: no significant influence. A 

significant c..ifference is show!)., however, under the conciition of 

the confederates. In the silent conJition x=2.736 which is less 

than in the laughing conuition Vlere x=3.486, F( 1 ,47)=24. 30, p 0.001. 

There was, hov/ever, no significant ciifference between the nwnber of 

confederates present (1 confeJerate: x=3.007, 3 confederates: 

x=3.215), F(1,47)=1.875, p 0.05. 

Perceivec. ConfeQerate Influence on Facial Reactions. 'rhe variable 

showing statistical significance which the ~ubjects perceiveci as 

the confederates influencing their facial reactions to the cartoons 

include those of the confederates' reactions. The rating for 

this consideration ranged from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very strongly), 

(see Appendix II). These results are presented in Table 2. The 

mean of the silent confederates (i=1.417) is less than thRt of 

laughing confederates (x=1.833), F(1,47)=5.882, p 0.02. There 

was no evidence of significance in the other variables of confederate 

sex, subject sex, or number of confed.erates. 

Perceived ConfeCerate Influence £g }Unniness Ratings. The 

rating of the subj ect' s i)erceptions of the influence of the confed

erates upon the subjects individual ratings of the cartoons ranged 

from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very strongly), (see Appendix II). 



Facial 

Vocal 

Funny 

TABLE 1 

Mean Facial Reactions, Vocal Responses, 

Funniness Ratings with Silent or Laughing Confederates 

SILENT CONFE~ERATES LAUGHING CONFEDERATES 
Nwnber of Confeoerates Number of Confederates 

3 1 3 

C.4S3 0.708 0.S!17 1 .736 

C .034 0.OS!7 . O.1'J4 O.5'J7 

2.653 2.819 3.361 3.611 
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These results are presented in Table 2. The sex of the confeaerate 

shows significance as the mean amount of influence perceived with 

male confederates was 1.415 which is greater than the mean amount 

of perceived influence by female confe~erates (i:1.0), F(1,47)= 

11.111, p< 0.002. A second variable which produced significance 

was the confederate's reaction. Subjects 'perceived that laughing 

confederates (x=1.375) influenced their ratings on the degree of 

funniness of the cartoons l:lOre. than silent confederates (x==1.042) 

J!'( 1 ,47)=7.111, p< 0.01. The variables of sex of subject and number 

of confederates clicl not ClLJpear to the subjects to significantly 

influence their ratings. 

rrhe presence of the camera diG. not show a stat ist ical sig

nificance a~3 influencing the subjects ratings and reactions as 

perceived by the subjects. This is seen by the means in Table 2. 

7he subj ect I s knowledge of the true pur.p0se, of the eX.tJeriment, 

as reported by the subjects (see Appendix III), did not show sig

nificance with any of the independent variables. The same result 

is seen with the nlli~ber of cartoons recalled by the subjects after 

the rating was completed. The results of this data are presented 

in Table 2. 

DISCUSSION 

The variables of audience size, silent versus laughing con-

.federates, gender of subject, and gender of confederates were 

manipulated in this ex~eriment. These variables have been demon

strated to increase facial reactions. by manipulating these s~ecific 

variables, facial e:;.;:pressions were nani.Juls.teu. Consequently, 
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SILENT 
~rumber of 

Conf. influ-
facial reac- 1 .417 

)ns 

Conf. influ-
e on funniness 1.0 

,ing 

0E~mera influ- 1 .333 
;e 

Subjects 
mledge of pur- 1.0 ;e of experi-
1t 

Cartoons 3.0 
:alled 

-

TABLE 2 

Dean Influential Factors with 
Silent O~ Laughing Confederates 

CONFEDERATES I.AUGH Hi 8: 

Confederates IT '-'..T'1 "b e r of 

3 

1 .417 1.833 

1.08 1.25 

1.583 1.567 

1.083 1 • CiS 3 

3.667 J.333 

CONFED1HATES 
Confec;erates 

3 

1 .833 

1.5 

1 .4'17 

~ • 2~ 2 

"") ," 
:, 61...-' 
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subjective data has been analyzeQ to detennine if facial reaction 

influence s~.lbjective uata. The subjective c..ata obtained in this 

experiment VIas the inuivic:.ual's funniness rating of the cartoon. 

The results of the experiment suggest that the facial reac

tions do influence the subjective ratings of the subjects for 

specific conditions. According to the results, statistical signi

ficance was found betv/een the condit ion of the confec..erate (silent 

vs. laughing) for facial, voca~, and funniness responses. There

fore, if people surrounding a viewer were laughing, the viewer would 

facially and vocally portray a more humorous res ... 80nse to the car

toons than if the people surrounding the viewer were not laughing. 

This same effect occurs for the subjective individual rating of the 

. stimulus. J:'hese findings support the research of Smyth and :?uller 

(1972) and Chapman anci Wright (1976). 

The manipulation of auciience size, however, does not sup~ort 

the above mentioneu "facial feedback" hypothesis. According to 

the results, the number of confederates (1 vs. 3) did illustrate 

statistical significance for facial and vocal responses but not 

for the subjective funniness ratings. 'rherefore, when there were 

three confederates present the facial and vocal resJonses were more 

extreme than when one confederate was present. The number of 

confederates showed no significant~difference for the subjective 

funniness ra~ings. These findings tend to support the research 

of Levy and Fenely (1979) to the extent that as audience size 

increases, so do facial responses. The results also tend to 

contradict the research of Prerost (1~77) to the extent that even 

though audience size ~ncreaseu facial ~e8ponses, it did not sig-
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nificantly increase subjective funniness ratir.gs. r.L'his might be 

explained, however, by the fact that the ~ifference between the 

number of confederates i)resent in this experiP.lent v:as not a great 

enough difference to influence funniness ratings. Ii,~ore research 

must be cOll1jJleteu in this area to suggest a significant finCiing. 

The results of the other manipulations (sex of subject ard sex of 

confederates) illustrated no significant differences of the nanipu

lations on facial, vocal, and funniness data. 

An area of interest for this experiment is seen through the 

data of the su~j ects I perce:pt ion of influence. A significant <iif..,. 

ference of Eubjects experiencing laughing confederat8s )erceivec 

more influence over their facial and. funnineso l"atings (subj ects 

were not questio~ecl about vocal re3 .. JOnses) than subjects eXIJeriencing 

silent confed.erates. There \vas no Gignificant amo-imt of difference 

shovm between the amount of influence on sub'jects with one confec

erate than vii th three confederates. Accorc.ing to the cia.tn, floweve:c, 

the number of confec.erates di(~ significantly influen,;e the f8.(:1.:..1 

and vocal reS110nses but not tr.e sutjecti've -f'~mj.n2:3S ratilJZ3. 

This finding suggests that the subj ec t [, arc; :r~ot 2 s a:'/::...~~(. 0 1." tilC'i2 

facial responses v/hich a)pear to be J.Jurc 0d.r: i.l.Y irdluenu: ~ t~.;::c" 

the individual funnines ratings, i:nis c.oc~: :lot ('L.:'.:,o.,.'t tL.c 

"facial feeeback" hypothesis. It suggests morc cre(J11ili ty -:, h; 

significan.::e of the data ·,..,hich suggests that facial and vocal 

reactions arEl inc.e~enuently influenced from the subjective funniness 

ratings. 

A second area of interest is found that the subjects' per

ceived influence on funniness rating~ is significantly different 
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according to the sex of the confederate. Subjects who experienceC 

male confederates perceiveu a significantly greater amount of influ

ence on funniness ratings than those subjects with female confed

erates. The data from the subjects actual funniness ratings, 

however, show no significant difference on ratings between the sex 

of th~ confederates. The reason for this perceived influence of 

confederate sex is not known. It is proposeu by this researcher 

that males possibly are still s~en as more authoritative and, 

therefore, ffiale confederates lead the subjects to ~erceive them 

as more influential, although their reactions and ratings do not 

support this. More research is needed in this area in order to 

explain this occurrence. 

This experiment appears to be a clean experiment as the sub

jects stated not being influenced by the presence of the videocrunera. 

Therefore, it is deduced that the camera did.not influence the 

results.· Another factor is that the subjects reported that they 

did not know the purpose of the experiment approximately the same 

degree regardless of the condition the subjects experienced. The 

number of cartoons recalled also showed no significant difference 

between the subjects. Therefore, it is suggested that the experi

mental procedure was uniformly performed. for all subjects whereby 

producing clean data. 

In conclusion, this experinent partially supports the "facial 

feedback ll hypothesis of Lanzetta, Biernat, and Kleck (1982). As 

the facial reactions are nanipulated by the condition of the 

confederate (silent vs. laughing) so are the funniness ratings. 
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Subjects also perceived more influence under these conditions of 

facial and funniness ratings. The area of disagreement with the 

"facial feedback" hypothesis occurs under the conch tion of num

ber of confederates. According to Prerost (1977) ana Levy and 

Fenley (1979) as audience size increases, so should facial reac

tions and humor ratings. These were not the findings in this 

experiment. Although the increased number of confederates signi

ficantly increased facial reactior..s, it; did not increase fur..niness 

ratings. Subjects also did not perceive significant influence 

on faciul reactions or funniness ratings for these conditions. 

Therefore, it is suggested that the facial reactions do not neces

sarily influence the funniness ratings, under all manipulations of 

facial reactions. 
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Appendix I 

RA':r ING BOOKLET 

Llow funny does this cartoon appear to you? Circle the number. 

1.::not at .all 2~slightly 3=moderately 

How confused does this cartoon make you feel? 
1=not at all 2.:::s1ightly 3=moderately 

How surprised does this cartoon make you feel? 
1::not at all 2=slightly 3==moderately 

How puzzled does this cartoon make you feel? 
1 ~not at all 2.:::s1ightly 3~moderately 

4=very 5-=extremely 

Circle the nlAlIlber. 
4 ... very 5c.:extremely 

Circle the number. 
4~very 5~extremely 

Circle the number. 
4=very 5:extremely 

How much does this cartoon offend you? Circle the number. 
1~not at all 2-s1ightly 3~moderately 4~very 5=extremely 

iiave you seen this cartoon before? Check the appropriate response. 
_______ yes No 

This form was duplicated five times and stapled together to form 

a booklet. 
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Appen<.lix II 

SECOND QUESTIONNAIh::; 

Debr1ef~ Questions 

To What extent did the presence of the video camera influence your reactions 

or ratings of the cartoons? Circle the number. 

1-not at all 2=slightly 3-moderately .4=strongly 5=very strongly 

To what extent did the person(s) sitting by you influence your facial or 

behavioral reactions to the cartoons? Circle the number. 

1.not at all 2=slightly }=moderately 4=strongly 5=ver,Y strongly 

To what extent did the person(s) sitting next to you influence your ratings 

of the cartoons? Circle the number. 

1~ot at all 2=sli~lt1y )=moderately 4=strongly 5=very etrongly 
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Appendix III 

THIRJ QUESTIONNAIRE 

., b1Poth.ais was that the person(s) sitting by you 1«>u1d influence your 

reactions to the cartoons. Did you realize that this was the purpose of the 

aper1ment? Circle the number. 

1-00, not at all 2-1 suspected it, but was not sure 3=r;yes, I definitely knew 

~ tbeee 3 she eta ot paper are 36 cartoons numbered 1-36. Below write the 

munber ot the cartoons in order to identity which cartoon was shown 1st, 2nd, 

31'd, Ja.th, 5th, and 6th. 

cartoon shown 1 at __ 

Cartoao 8hown 2nd __ 

Cartoon shown 3rd. __ 

Cartoon shown 4th __ 

Cartoon shown 5th __ 

ea.rtoc.l shown 6th __ 
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Ap.pendix IV 

INFORMED CONSENT 

1. In this experiment you will be asked to rate a series of cartoons 
on several factors dealing with your impressions of each cartoon. 
While you are making .these ratings you will be videotaped. Please 
do not talk to one another. The experiment should last about 15 
minutes. 

2. There is one possible discomforting aspect to particip8.ting iil 
this experiment. That is ,you may feel ill at ease k!10wing you a:::"8 
being videotaped. 

J. The benefits to be expected from participating in this experiment 
are educational. You will learn something about hoI" psychfJlogy 
experiments are conducted,and·you will aid in the understandi~g of 
human behavior. In addition, you will receive $2.00. 

4. There appear to be no appropriate alternative procedure known at 
this time that would be more advantageous to you. 

5. You may question the procedure at any time during the experiment. 
Your questions will be answered and clarified. 

6. You have the right to withdraw consent and to discontinue partici-
pation in this experiment at anytime. Further, you also have the 
right to withdraw your data at any time. You also have the right 
to be fully informed of the results of this experiment after its 
completion. Your performance during the experiment will be held 
strictly confidential. The videotapes will be erase~ after they 
are analyzed. The data will be reported in such a way as to keep 
all participants anonymous. 

********************* 

I have read the above statement of informed consent. 

Date 

Julie Schoettinger 
Undergraduate Psychology Major 
Ball State University 

Participant's Signature 
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Females 
Teresa Huffman 
Joy Henderson 
Dawn Hoblet 
Diane. Heribacka 

CONFEDERA'rE NAI,iES 

Appendix V 

Males 

Tom MacKendrick 
Clint Stotts 
Jeff Fordyce 

Iliark Creamer 
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Appendix VI 

VERBAL REMARKS 

Thank: you for assisting with this experiment today. My name 

is Julie Schoett inger, and I am a senior Psychology maj or. I "vould 

like you both (all) to reaci the consent form and sign your names 

at the bottom. (Pass out rating booklets) As promised, here is 

your $2.00. 

I will show you a series of six cartoons one-at-a-time on 

the screen that you see before.you. I will then give" you a few 

minutes to rate each cartoon. After you have completed rating the 

cartoon on the scre~n cy circling the appropriate response for 

each -luestion, please turn to the next page in the rating booklet 

as a signal to me that you are ready for the next cartoon. Now 

to explain the rating booklet terms--funny means does it make you 

laugh; confused means do you understand why it is funny; sur

prised means was the outcome unexpected; puzzled means a.re you 

not sure if you think it is funny; and offend means does it anger 

you. Please remember not to speak to each other during the rating. 

Are there any questions? 

(After rating) That completes the cartoon series. Thank you 

for your cooperation, and I'll collect the booklets. Now could 

you please answer these questions about the experiment. I would 

now like to ask N. (N.,&N.) for his {her, their) $~.OO back and 

will explain why. N. (N.,& N.) is (are) my helper (s) for this 

experiment. As I told you earlier, I am running this experiment to 

receive your interpretations of the cartoons. I also, however, 

have another reason for asking you to rate the cartoons. N. (N., 

~ N.) was (were) previously instructed to either laugh or remain 



Appendix VI (cont'd) 

silent while viewing the cartoons. I am going to analyze your 

ratings with other subjects' ratings to deter~ine if the responses 

of my helper (s) influenced your ratings of the cartoons. Other 

studies of this kind have suggested that the presence of one laughing 

will make the cartoon appear to be more funny than if no one is 

laughing. I am also studying the effects of sex of the helper 

on your rating of the cartoons. I am running this experiment with 

47 other subjects and should have my analysis completed around 

spring quarter. After I have completed my analysis I will erase 

the videotapes and destroy the list of subjects' names to ensure 

your anonomity. I would now like to ask you to answer this final 

questionnare about the experiment itself. (After completion) 

Are there any questions or remarks that you would like to make? 

Thank you again for your cooperation, and I'd appreciate it if you 

do not tell anyone else what I have just told you. For this experi

ment to be authentic it is important that the raters rate the 

cartoons in as natural a situation as possible. 
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Appendix VII 
RATING FOR VIDEOTAPING EXPRESSIONS 

Mouth closed before cartoon is 
shown 

J) 'No lip movement; no seile 

1) Weak Smile, lip corners drawn 
back, teeth not visible 

2) Moderate Smile, lip corners 
drawn back so that teeth are 
visible 

3) Strong Smile, now mouth is 
clearly open. Eyes may also 
squint and nose wrinkles. This 
may be accompanied by chuckle 
or laugh 

Mouth open before cartoon is 
shown 

0) No lip movement; no smile 

1) Weak Smile, same degree as on 
left, lip corners drawn back, 
teeth are slightly visible 
because mouth began open 

2) Moderate Smile, same degree 
as on left, li~ corners drawn 
back so that teeth are defi~ 
nately more visible than 
the above 

3) Strong Smile, mouth is open 
much more. Eyes uay squint 
and nose wrinkles. This may 
by accompanied by chuckle 
or laugh 

****************************************************************************** 

Please deternine if the subject is emitting a sound similar to a 
laugh. The scale is as follows: 

0) no sound 

1) chuckle=slight sound, air escapes from the mouth 

2) laugh 
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The Far Side 

"Try to relol, ma'am ... You say it -"0' Jor~: you 
were alone in the house, when .udJenl, y:-u kit a 

hand reaching from behind ond . , , JOH:-';SON! 
. Knock it off!" 

Herman 

Dennis The Menace 

"You gotto be r8;1 quiet, jc,,,v. Sc" ri""" guy, 
standing bad there? They're HUSHERS!" 

Herman 

... J "Can you cut me a star· shaped piece of glau to fit L:. .... _-.. _______________ ;;.;.: that hole?" 

"The top keeps flying off 
this food mi.er." 

CARTOON SERIES A 

--------------- -,------_. 

Appendix VIII 

Dennis The Menace 

"My Mom told me to always say' no ",,:001 • ).J ~u' I 
don't think she ra I"ed k .. una.; !"e 

heipi"" would be." 

, The Far Side 

"Wait! Wait! liden to me!. " We dc' ! HA.E 
to be iust ,heep!" 

i .. 



The Far Side 
.~,--,-

"Good Mavens, Ronald! ... I thir'~ som .. thlng -
...... 01\ the roof!" 

Herman 

"In your ca .... w .. hav .. 
110 'nterest at oil!" 

, Dennis The Menace 

"I thin~ Wlnior ,itizen mean. he hasn't fini.hed high 
$Chool yet." 

- ) 

Herman 

... 
"How am I supposed to .n~w you're Qllergic to these 

if you don't tell me!" 

CARTOON SERIES B 

A.8pendix VIII 
(cont'u) 

Dennis The Menace 

The Far Side 

"1-- .... 

\ 
, , 'CJ 

"Why ... vel ••• thank ... you, , , , . , . " "",,,j , , , 
like ... a ... lnuc:U •... sand .. i, .. ," 1 
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, 
_ The Far Side 

...... --,-- ,~ p..... ......... ~ • 

"'~---..,---

"Cindy', g.Hi"9 Q job at a bonk 
... nMCh you 01 Q ,.f ... _ .... 

Dennis The Menace 

Appendix VIII 
(contle.) 

Dennis The Menace 

. Soy! You don't ... ant dirt on my hand" vou don t.. "Georg .. ! for Heaven', ,ab! That's c,ur WELCC 
want dirt an thlt towel ... wh.re DO ~ou ... ant It7 MAT!" 

The Far Side Herman 

CAlHOON SERIES C 
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